
This book is a profound yet straightforward exploration of how leaders can inspire others to greatness through these six key actions: Visioning; Communicating; Teamworking; Empowering; Mentoring; Evaluating. Though educators are frequently faced with the challenges of politics, hostility, selfishness, and violence, he demonstrates that overcoming these obstacles requires teamwork, motivation, empowerment, and communication. While many have written about moral leadership, the notion of leading with love has been largely ignored. The author discusses the implications for love in leadership and how these motivational and leadership books are a must have when you need some motivational quotes and/or self help books to read. You never know what inspirational comments, stories and experiences will light that fire inside of you. being an entrepreneur, stay inspired, stay motivated, business owners, leading the right way, follow the leader, leading, serving, inspiring, motivating, how to motivate. entrepreneurs. Other Pins.Â The Rise and Fall of Black Wall Street AND The Seven Key Empowerment Principles.Â I'm outside celebrating an award for marketing! So grateful, I love what I do affiliate marketing, amazon/ebay sales, blogging, speaking, leadership training, writing, traveling, reading, learning, inspiring, serving, in and on Make it a great day, Make it HAPPEN!!! This heartwarming book is vintage Hoyle--filled with insight and joy, the message is clear--love, you canâ€™t lead without it! A must read for every member of your administrative team. - - Thomas J. Sergiovanni, Lillian Radford

John Hoyle has written a powerful and very readable book about the force of love in producing champions in sports, business, education, and government. His real life stories and examples are filled with advice, humor, and inspiration to jump-start your leadership efforts. A must read for your management team and friends. - - Gen